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Agenda
 Detail compressor modeling




Performance and reliability validation
Loss identification
Concept validation

 Bootle cooler simulation


reduce testing time

Hermetic Compressor

Compressor Model

Modelization challenge

Valve is piloted by pressure difference.
Impedance of suction and discharge line have an
effect on valve dynamic
Dynamic of valves is complexe and has a great
effect on the volumetric efficiency of the
compressor

Mfr and work needed for compression depend strongly on
temperature. Motor load depends on temperature.
Motor efficiency depends on temperature directly and
indirectly (through load)
Complexe feedback loop on temperature

Typical results used for validation
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Objectives is to get 5% err on MFR, Torque, Pabs and 5 K on temp.
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Loss identification
Power loss identification (Watts)
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Thermal Flow
Thermodynamic point +15 / +35 / +55°C
Power consumption 2330 W
35°C
71 W
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46.0°C
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60 W
(conduction
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11 W

423 W (stator loss)
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Concept testing – motor cap

Concept testing – motor cap
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Compressor Modeling - Conclusions
 We are working on a detail compressor modeling
 Objectives are : 5% error on MFR, Pabs … and 5 K on temp. (motor, disch,
housing …)
 We still have some work to do on valves and thermal flow but first results
a really encouraging
 The model will be used for







Robustness validation : Bearing load, oil film thickness, Valve dynamic, lift,
stress (need to go back to FEA for stress), Motor temperature, discharge
temperature
Performances prediction : Mass flow rate, Torque demand, Power
consumption
Understanding : Loss indentification
Concept evaluation

Typical Customer Application
Dimension L x P x H : 530 x 530 x 1050
Volume : 300 liters

Capacity : 600 Cans of 33 cl
Product Mass 200 kg

Typical Customer application (2)

compressor:
Type : CAE4440Y,
Displacement: 12 cm^3
Fluid : R134A
Condensor :
Dimensions LxPxH : 278 x 62 x 225
36 pipes Din 6.5,
Fins steps 3 mm
mfr air : 300 kg/hr

Evaporateur :
Dimensions LxPxH : 505 x 44 x 177
14 pipesDin 7.9,
Fins steps 5 mm
mfr air : 500 kg/hr
Bootle:
volume 50 cm^3

Capillary tube :
D = 1.37 mm
L=3m

Refrigerant load and Application
Performance
Application Operating points for different refrigerant Load
and a fixed Ambiant and cabinet temperature
Too heavy load : condenser full of liquid. No
room left for HeX. Condensing pressure
increase and force too much liquid in the
evaporator. Evaporator not large enough to
evaporate all the liquid. Risk of liquid
return to comp. Small capacity.

Too light load :Pressure in
condensor is low and does not
force enough fluid in the capilary
tube. On the evaporator side, we
have low pressure and large
superheat => low compressor vol
eff => Low mfr => low capacity

Optimum load

Refrigerant load optimization
Testing method
 We force Temp. In the cabinet
Cabinet

Tamb 24°C

 We measure evaporator capacity
Pevap = Pheater + Pm + Pdeperdition

Motor loss
Pm
Evaporator

 We make this measurement for different load
Deperdition
6.5 W/K

 We get a curves of capactiy versus load
bootle cooler FV650
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Refrigerant load optimization
Ambiance
T = 24°C

MFR air = 300 kg/hr

GT model for load optimization
 Air MFR and temperature are
imposed on the evaporator

Condenseur



Condensor test
Mair, Mfld

Capillaire



Compresseur
12 cm^3 2800 rpm

Capilary tube
(D, L) and
evaporator
(Mair, Mfld)
guessed (fit)
from pull down
test
(those are
customer
component)

bouteille 50 cm^3

Evaporateur

MFR air = 500 kg/hr

Tregul = 20 °C ( pull down start)
Tregul = 2°C (pull down end )

 Different refrigerant load are
tested

Compressor polynomial
Rend is., rend mech., rend vol.

Refrigerant Load optimization
bootle cooler FV650
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Complete système model
for pull down simulation
Ambiance
T = 24°C
MFR air = 300 kg/hr
Condenseur

Condensor test
Mair, Mfld

Compressor polynomial
Rend is., rend mech., rend vol.
Compresseur
12 cm^3 2800 rpm

Capillaire

bouteille 50 cm^3
Capilary tube (D, L)
and evaporator
(Mair, Mfld) guessed
(fit) from pull down
test
(those are customer
component)

Cabinet and air flow

Cans (200kg)
Evaporateur

Equivalent heat ex
area and surface
velocity

Ambiance
T= 24°C

Pneon + Pmoteur

isolation KS global = 6.5 W/K
MFR air = 500 kg/hr

Thermal resistance
Measurement

Simplified model for bootle-air heat
exchange
Equivalent pipe

Cabinet
Tc

Deq to get same flow area

Cans Mass 200
kg (Cp eau)

D 66
8 cans

L to get
same heat
exchange
area
9 cans
8 cans

Tc

33 mm

Pull down with capilary tube
 Refrigerant load 300 g
 Pevap, Pcond, superheat at evap
exit, liquid subcooling at the
condensor exit , compressor mfr are
ok
 Some power at the evaporator is
missing. Cause non identified yet.
 Tcan = 5 °C 2 hours late in
simulation compare to
measurement. This error need to be
reduce in futur model

Pull down avec détendeur thermostatique

superheat 5 K
Time cste 100 s

Pull down with thermostatic expansion valve
 Refrigernant load300 g
 Experimental data show a
improvement with TXV at the end of
pull down
 This can also be notice in simulation
results but with less extend
 Globaly we find again 2 hours late
between simulation and test results
 But global beahavior is not to bad

Conclusions
 Compressor Modeling





Implement all aspects revelant for compressor : bearing, Valve dynamics,
Motor, Thermal flow and temperature
Motivation : validation (incremental change or concept), understanding
Challenge :
 valve dynamic is complexe : interaction with suction line an discharge line pressure
waves
 Thermal flow : some more work to get better precision (5K error max)

 Customer application modeling




motivation: save time by reducing number of tests. (Test will still be needed)
First results are encouraging but we need to improve the precision of results.
Challenge : we need to be able to work with component not fully
characterized

Thank you for your attention

